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In the past few years, air pollution has become of growing concern around the world. The effect of
criteria pollutants which include carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide, ozone, particulate matter, sulphur
oxide and lead are being studied to understand the effects of air pollution. Usually, the effects on human
health are addressed and studied in great details. Nevertheless, the effect of air pollution on the
environment is of paramount importance and is not adequately discussed. Therefore, this paper
conducts literature review on the effect of criteria pollutants on soil and water. It sheds light on how
particulate matter affects the quality of crops and marine productivity. The various impacts of
tropospheric ozone on plants such as decreased photosynthesis and decreased metabolism are also
discussed. The effect of sulphur oxide and nitrogen oxide is presented mostly in terms of the issues being
caused due to acid rain. Acid rain is known to hamper productivity in marine organisms in addition to
reducing soil fertility which further reduces plant productivity. The effect of carbon monoxide on soil
and water is less explored; however, soil is known to be a significant sink for the gas. To this end, the
impact of Lead and other heavy metals on plants and marine life is as well presented.
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1. Introduction
Air pollution is a problem that has risen in the recent past. More
specifically, the last 50 years have led to the greatest contribution to air
pollution due to rapid industrialization [1]. The trend in air pollution has
been changing. Post-world war II, the most significant compound
attributing to air pollution was sulphur dioxide combined with soot which
was mainly from the burning of fossil fuels for heat and power production
[1]. When that issue was solved by carrying out several corrective actions
such as switching to cleaner fuels and converting to higher stacks, new
concerns have arisen due to nitrogen oxides and volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) from increased traffic in addition to photochemical
smog in other parts of the world [1]. Recently, the focus has been shifted
to understand the prevalence of small particles and more exotic organic
compounds that can be analyzed using sophisticated new analytical tools
and techniques [2]. The common air pollutants got grouped and started
getting addressed as the criteria pollutants. Generally, in literature, the
health effects of the air pollutants are studied to a great extent. Some
epidemiological studies were conducted to connect premature mortality
and air pollution [3]. When the global burden of diseases for 2010 was
considered, outdoor pollution caused by PM2.5 leads to about 3.3 million
premature deaths per year worldwide [3]. Majority of the deaths were
caused in Asia [3]. Fig. 1 shows how the premature deaths caused by air
pollution is greatest in developing countries like India. Some model
projections show that the premature deaths caused by outdoor pollution
could be doubled by the year 2050. Moreover, premature deaths and
illnesses caused just due to ozone is estimated to be in the order of
hundreds of millions to tens of billions of U.S dollars in the 2010 market
rate in the year 2030 [4].
According to a study conducted by Kim et al., the health effects caused
due to PM10 and PM2.5 mainly impact the respiratory and cardiovascular
systems (Fig. 2) [5]. The effects are mainly dependant on the size of the
particle. As the size reduces, the chances for it to enter lower airways rises,
causing more harm to the human body [5]. After several studies, it is
confirmed that even at low concentrations of air pollutants, the burden
that comes along is significant [5].

Regional and traffic-related pollutants are known to increase asthma
incidences, it is also noted that the risk of other respiratory diseases such
as wheezing, bronchitis and airway inflammation becomes more prevalent
with increase in air pollutant concentrations [6].

Fig. 1 Premature deaths caused by air pollution around the world [3]
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Fig. 2 Potential of various particles to deposit in the respiratory pathway [5]
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An air pollutant that is known to trigger asthma attacks is ozone. A
correlation study conducted in 2011 showed that the relation between
ozone concentration and immunoglobin E (IgE) levels was found to be
significant and it showed that children who were exposed to higher
concentrations of ozone were observed to have higher total IgE
concentrations [6].
In addition, heavy metals in air are also known to cause issues to human
health. They may sometimes interfere with the metabolic processes taking
place in the body. Some metals are known to be accumulated in the body
being chronic in nature. Some other metals such as aluminium can be
eliminated by some activities [7]. High levels of lead (>60 μg/dL) may
cause problems to the excretory system by causing renal dysfunction [8].
In some cases, even low concentrations approximately 10 μg/dL may also
cause the same issue [8]. Degeneration of some parts of the brain is caused
when it comes in contact with lead. At very high concentrations, it may
lead to serious issues such as ataxia, paralysis and coma [8]. Another
important study suggested that a child’s IQ is reduced when exposed to
lead. There are other metals such as arsenic that are known to cause many
effects on humans (Fig. 3) [9].
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particle metrics; PM10 (particulate matter with diameter equal or less than
10 μm and PM2.5 which have diameter equal or less than 2.5 μm [18].
Emissions from the roadside are considered the main source of PM
emissions within urban areas [19]. Several reduction measures have been
achieved in the exhaust emissions in the past, yet the non-exhaust
emissions contribute to a significant amount [18].
The next group of pollutants that fall under this category is called
ground-level ozone. Ozone is a gas that is formed in the stratosphere in the
presence of sunlight involving nitrogen oxides and volatile organic
compounds [20]. Furthermore, it occur with other photochemical oxidants
to cause smog. Also, ozone reacts with some extracellular and intracellular
molecules containing C=C bonds, amine groups or thiols [20]. In addition,
ozone plays a critical role in the formation of the greenhouse effect [21].
Tropospheric ozone is an important greenhouse, which is known to cause
a radiative forcing of about 0.35 to 0.37 W/m2. It is considered the second
most significant air pollutant after particulate matter known to cause
about 5 to 16% of the global temperature rise from the pre-industrial
times [22].
The next pollutants are sulphur and nitrogen oxides. The most
significant effect of these gases is their role in acid rain formation. Acid
rain is an ongoing issue which involves a great number of effects on the
environment. Reactions between nitrogen oxide, sulphur oxide and some
amount of ozone are the reason for causing acid rain [23]. Fig. 4 shows the
steps to the pathway of acid rain. First, the nitrogen and sulphur dioxides
are released into the air (path 1). Further on, the pollutants that are
converted to the acid particles are transported over long distances (path
2). These paritcles further fall down through dust, rain and snow (path 3).
Finally, this acid rain may cause effects on soil, forest, streams or lakes
(path 4).

Fig. 3 Effects of arsenic on human health [9]

Effects of air pollutants on monuments and heritage is also discussed in
the literature. The average pollutant concentration has fluctuated in the
period from 1987 to 2009 [10]. After careful analysis, the corrosion of
materials was found to be higher when the concentration of pollutants
such as nitrogen dioxide, sulphur dioxide and ozone were at increased
levels [10]. Monuments are usually made of limestone or marble to make
it durable, but the downside of this, is that it becomes more susceptible to
damage from acid rain [11]. Some of the world’s most famous monuments
such as Taj Mahal were affected by air pollution caused due to nitrogen
and sulphur dioxide [10]. However, this paper will deal with the effects of
air pollutants especially criteria pollutants on soil and water.
2. Criteria Pollutants
Criteria pollutants include carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide, ozone,
particulate matter, sulphur oxide and lead [12]. Carbon monoxide is an
important atmospheric gas that performs significant roles in the
troposphere [13]. There are various sources for carbon monoxide
production which involves both natural and anthropogenic. In rural areas,
the natural sources of carbon monoxide is the oxidation of methane,
natural hydrocarbons, ocean and vegetational emissions [13]. On the other
hand, the emissions of carbon monoxide in urban atmosphere are mostly
attributed to anthropogenic sources such as fossil fuel burning, industrial
activities and biomass burning [13].
The second criteria pollutant is sulphur dioxide. Sulfue dioxide is
primarily emitted from coal and oil-fired plants and fossil fuel combustion
in industrial processes. Usually, the combustion products such as sulphur
oxides, acid aerosols, and particulate matter are present together as an
intricate mixture [12]. Coal and crude oil are known to contain
approximately 1-2% sulphur by weight [14]. Nowadays, the
anthropogenic sources of sulphur oxide are significantly larger than
natural emissions [15].
The third pollutant of interest is nitrogen dioxide. Nitrogen dioxide is
formed in fewer amounts when oxygen reacts with nitrogen during hightemperature combustion [12]. Nitrogen dioxide reacts with hydrocarbons
in the presence of sunlight and forms ozone and another photochemical
oxidant after some complex reactions [16]. The main source of NO and NO2
is from motor vehicle emissions, however, there is a major contribution
from power plants and fossil fuels as well [17].
Particulate matter is the next group of pollutant. Airborne particulate
matter varies over a wide range, usually from diameters of a few
nanometers to around 100 micrometers. There are two commonly used

Fig. 4 Acid rain pathway (Source: USEPA - United States Environmental Protection
Agency)

The last pollutant in the criteria group that shall be discussed is lead. All
types of organic life require metal ions for survival. In general, the
elemental constituents of organic life namely, plants, animals and human
life, can be classified as major and trace elements. The trace elements
group is known to contain both essential and non-essential elements
(which includes toxic elements). In addition to lead, most of the other
heavy metals are known to cause a serious threat to the environment [24].
Some examples of such heavy metals are cadmium, copper, lead,
chromium and mercury. However, only lead is considered to be part of the
criteria pollutants. There are various sources of heavy metals in the
environment; ranging from natural, agricultural, industrial, domestic and
atmospheric sources. Anthropogenic sources such as mining, smelting are
known to have contaminated different areas of the world such as Japan,
Indonesia and China [25].
3. Effect of Air Pollution on Soil
3.1 Particle Pollution (Particulate Matter)
In literature, the effect of particulate matter is known to be prominent
in the field of health [26]. According to Grantz et al. [26], there are known
effects on both natural and managed ecosystems. Furthermore, it was
mentioned that the longest impact was observed when particulate matter
interfered with the biodiversity which eventually led to the loss of
ecosystem goods and services [26]. Particulate matter is known to deposit
externally such as on the vegetative surfaces or penetrate deeper into the
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soil. As the particulate matter is of very small size, it is difficult to know the
routes with certainty [26]. However, there are known effects on both
watershed and regional levels; which confirms its significant contribution.
Atmospheric deposition can mainly occur through two means; firstly,
the wet deposition which is when particles are deposited in rain and snow.
The second process is slower and it is by dry deposition. In addition to both
these methods, there is also another route called the occult deposition,
which is caused by fog, mist or cloud-water; all of which does not fall under
the previous two categories. There can be many problems due to
particulate matter deposition; such as changes in species diversity because
of changes in competition, disturbing the biogeochemical cycles, a decline
in the ability of self-regulation etc. [26].
The atmospheric particulate matter is known to affect vegetation and
ecosystems by an excessive range due to mass loading of the chemical
components present in it [26]. Additionally, photosynthetically active
photon flux that helps reach the photosynthetic tissues is considerably
reduced due to the presence of dust. If the source is acidic or basic, it may
cause injury on the leaf surface, while some other materials may be taken
into the cuticle [26], affecting the inner plant body. Fig. 5 shows a scanning
electron micrograph of some dust particles on the different surfaces of two
different plants [22].
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Fig. 6 Comparison of ozone indices by location and species [33]

The effect of ground-level ozone was studied on soybean to understand
the yield under open-air ﬁeld conditions by Morgan et al. [29]. The study
confirmed the losses that were predicted for the future in addition to
confirming that the effect of ozone is going to be greater in open-air fields
(Fig. 7).

Fig. 5 Scanning electron micrographs of particles deposited on (a) upper surface (b)
lower surface of the leaf of A. hippocastanum; and the upper (c) and lower (d)
surfaces of C. colurna [22]

According to Prajapati et al. [27], the interception of dust on the plant
depends on leaf properties like hairs cuticles, height and canopy of trees.
Pollutants from the air is removed by three means: either by absorption
by the leaves of plants, deposition on the leaf surfaces or by being
deposited on the sheltered side due to slow air movement [27]. Usually the
leaf petioles are better than stems or leaf lamina in terms of particulate
matter collection [27]. However, rain can reduce the amount of particulate
matter accumulation on the leaves [28]. Therefore, other climatic
conditions need to be considered while understanding the particulate
matter deposition on plants and other living organisms.
3.2 Ground-Level Ozone
The mean surface ozone concentration is expected to rise by about 23%
by the year 2050 [29]. Many previous studies report economic losses due
to increased ozone levels mainly routed from the loss of crop yields [29].
Ground-level ozone is becoming more of a prevalent problem around
the world. China is considered one of the most air-polluted countries in the
world. The maximum hourly concentrations calculated in China was
higher than 56 ppb [30]. Surprisingly, the maximum values were not
always recorded in the urban areas. In Guangzhou, a city in China, the
maximum concentration was found to be higher in the rural areas than the
urban areas. It was also observed that there were mass crop losses in the
area due to the high ozone levels [30].
Another study conducted by McCrady et al. [31], showed that ozone
negatively affected the below-ground carbon allocation in wheat after
conducting a series of experiments. According to Ainsworth et al. [32],
ozone enters the leaves of the plants through the stomata and generate
oxygen species causing oxidative stress. This is known to reduce
photosynthesis, which eventually leads to reduced plant growth [32].
According to Emberson et al. [33], the ozone indices vary with a
difference in the plant species in addition to the location of the species (Fig.
6). Furthermore, this study also confirms the importance of phenology and
soil moisture deficit (SMD) on stomatal ozone flux. Therefore, it can be
confirmed that various factors are playing a role in this process.

Fig. 7 Soybean seed yield has grown under normal (open bars) and levels of ozone
(closed bars) in the field [29]
Table 1 Effects of ozone on plant processes at different scales [32]
Level
Community

Whole plant

Leaf

Cellular

Effect
Decreased net primary productivity.
Increased shifts in composition of species and genotypes.
Decreased biomass.
Decreased leaf area.
Decreased reproductive output.
Increased defense.
Increased senescence.
Decreased photosynthesis.
Decreased starch metabolism.
Decreased sucrose metabolism.
Increased respiration.
Increased foliar damage.
Increased wax accumulation.
Decreased RuBisCO content and its activity.
Increased reactive oxygen species scavenging capacity.
Increase protein repair and turnover.
Increased flavonoid biosynthesis.

Another vital conclusion from the study is that the yield losses might be
aggravated by extreme climatic conditions. For instance, in the year 2003,
there was a hailstorm, where the yield worsened to a great extent post the
event. This result proves that as the world moves towards climate change
with rapidly rising disaster occurrence, increased ozone levels and their
implications might be another effect we humans may not be able to avoid.
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Similar trends of reduction in crop varieties were also observed in Asian
countries after a study conducted by Emberson et al. [33].
Furthermore, the effects of ozone on plant processes at different scales
are shown in Table 1. This gives an overall idea of the effect ozone has on
the plants.
Additionally, according to Mcgrath et al. [34], Fig. 8 and Table 2 give an
idea as to how ozone affects the leaf of a cotton plant. In Fig. 8(a), the leaf
is exposed to chronic levels of ozone. Hence, premature senescence and
some purple pigmentation were observed in the interveinal areas. Fig.
8(b) shows the upper surface of the black cherry plant purple. Fig. 8(c) is
a yellow poplar plant that is shown to have purple spots on its upper
surface.

Fig. 8 Effect of ozone on leaves of different plants [34]

Additionally, there are some effects on the plant's diseases in the
presence of ozone.
Table 2 Effect of ozone on plant diseases [34]
Pathogen
Fungi
Puccinia coronata
Puccinia graminis

Bacteria
Pseudomonas glycinea
Xanthomonas alfalfae

Host plant

Effect on disease

Oats
Wheat

Reduced growth of uredia
Decreased hyphal growth
and uredio-spore
production on O3 injured
leaves.

Soybean

Reduced number of
lesions
Reduced severity of
bacterial infections
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budget. However, the variabilities and magnitudes remain uncertain as of
now. The deposition velocity of CO determines the concentration of CO in
the soil and in turn the effects on the plants depend on that. In general, the
literature that covers the effects of carbon monoxide on soil is minimal.
3.4 Sulphur Dioxides and Nitrogen Oxides
The following are some of the effects of nitrogen dioxide and sulphur
dioxide. Even though the levels of NOx are small in comparison to SO 2, its
contribution to the production of acid rain is increasing [39]. There are
many recorded effects of acid rain as it is the most discussed effect of these
oxides. According to Lu et al. [40], acid rain is known to result in the
acidification of soil. This increases the exchange between hydrogen ion
and various nutrient ions such as potassium, magnesium, calcium in the
soil [40]. These cations are known to be rapidly leached out into the soil
along with sulfate from the acid input. This eventually leads to the loss of
soil fertility which eventually leads to the decrease in the growth of plants
and trees. Therefore, there is a visible loss of nutrient cycling as well [39].
In addition to this, there have been various effects on the physiological
parameters of the plants such as the photosynthetic rate [41] and
morphology [42] etc. Additionally, according to Wang et al. [43] the
reduction in photosynthetic response has led to the decline of rice
production. It is also known to cause disturbance to microorganisms and
their microbial processes [39]. This may be due to the effect acid rain has
on the soil. It is known to have an effect on the soil chemistry and soil
leachate chemistry [44]. According to Lv et al. [45], there was a recorded
effect of acid rain on the litter decomposition processes. Additionally,
there was also observed effects on the microbial biomass and their
enzymatic processes in one of the subtropical forests in China [45].
3.5 Lead and Other Heavy Metals

Alfalfa

Especially in developing countries, ambient ozone concentrations are
even known to cause reduction in the productivity of crops [35]. Attached
below are some of the ozone levels seen in different regions of a place.
From Table 3, it can be observed that the ozone concentrations are higher
in the urban and sub-urban areas as compared to the remote areas.
Table 3 Typical summertime daily maximum surface level O3 concentrations [34]
Region
Urban-Suburban
Rural
Remote tropical forest
Remote marine
*a: nL/liter = 1 ppb

O3 nL/litera
100-400
50-120
20-40
20-40

It is also important to understand the effect ozone has from an economic
perspective. A study that was conducted by Van Dingenen et al. [36], used
four crops as a case study to analyze the global impact of ozone on
agricultural crop yields. After modeling using the market prices in 2000,
about 14 to 26 billion dollars were estimated as a loss caused due to the
reduction in crops. About 40% of these losses were estimated to have been
caused in China and India [36]. This shows how evident the issue is around
the world.
3.3 Carbon Monoxide (CO)
As per Sanhueza et al. [37], CO is known to have an influence on the
ozone and OH radicals which are both oxidizing species in the
troposphere. The soil is known to consume CO from the atmosphere at
rates between 190 and 580 Tgyr−1 [37]. Additionally, it is also known to be
a major sink into the temperate forest soils [36]. The topmost layer which
contains the humus layer is known to be the most active layer for the
uptake. Humus and leaf layers are essential factors in regulating the CO
uptake in deciduous forest soils [36]. Particularly the depth of these two
layers are the main reason that effects the rates of uptake by temperate
soils [37]. This is also supported by a study conducted by Sun et al. [38],
according to which soil is considered as an important natural sink for CO
and is hence known to be causing an influence on the tropospheric CO

Metal-based contamination is becoming growing concern in countries
like India. It is observed that the contaminant levels of cadmium, copper,
lead etc., are higher in areas with more influence from anthropogenic
sources. There is an overgrowing concern for the effects these metals on
have food safety, crop growth and health of the organisms present in the
soil [24]. Furthermore, the uptake of metals from the various sources such
as air, water, and soil are influenced by the plants and their metabolic
activities [24].
It is observed that the plants that are growing in a polluted environment
are known to show negative effects such as altered metabolism, reduction
in growth, lesser biomass production. Some metals are known to be
needed for the plant. However, the number of metals and toxicity tolerance
are of importance when considering metal poisoning. In almost all metals,
it is observed that the annual emission is known to be majorly contributed
by the windblown dust (Table 4). When considering lead, it is observed
that the windblown dust accounts for more than half of the total annual
emissions [24].
Table 4 Sources of metals from natural sources [24]
Sources
Windblown dust
Volcanogenic particles
Forest wild fires
Vegetation
Sea salt
Total

Global production
6-1,100
6.5-150
2-200
75-1,000
300-2,000

Annual lead emission (kg x 106)
10
6.4
0.5
1.6
0.1
18.6

According to Harrison et al. [46], lead is known to have both soil and
air as contributors. This might not be true for some other metals such as
cadmium, chromium etc., which has more input from the soil [46].
Additionally, the importance of meteorological factors was also asserted.
The contribution of metal aerosols through direct atmospheric input is
more dependent on the plant part than the specific metal. These metal
concentrations can translocate to areas that are not exposed [46].
The phytotoxic effects of lead are well recorded in literature. According
to Ahmed [47], lead reduced the seed germination in maize plants. It was
also found that both the fresh and dry weights in both genotypes were
known to reduce in the presence of lead. This negative influence is also
supported by a study conducted by Malar et al. [48], in which the growth
of water hyacinths plants has significantly tampered at 1000 mg/L lead
concentrations. Even though the growth of these plants was hampered in
the presence of lead in the soil; it gives an insight as to how lead can affect
the plants in general, irrespective of the source. According to a study
conducted by Singh et al. [49], it was shown that lead concentrations were
declining when going further away from the road which indicates the role
of traffic for the presence of lead. The lead concentrations were observed
to be high even at the depths of 15 cm in the soil. Four plants namely, Oryza
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sativa, Colocasia esculentum, Luffa cylindrica and Cynodon dactylon were
known to have considerably high concentration of lead accumulated in
them [49]. The severity of the problem was further understood when the
milk samples from cows that used to randomly graze by the roadside
contained the increased amount of lead [49]. As per another study
conducted by Laidlaw et al. [50], both atmospheric and soil concentration
of lead aerosols were observed to have seasonal patterns with higher
concentrations during the summer and autumn months due to variation in
evapotranspiration potential and soil moisture. It was even observed to be
higher on the weekdays than weekends showing the significant
contribution from locomotives.
4. Effect of Air Pollution on Water
4.1 Particle Pollution (Particulate Matter)
The literature that discusses the effects of particulate matter on the
marine system is minimal. In general, atmospheric aerosol plays an
essential role in the global biogeochemical cycles in addition to the climate
system of the earth. Aerosol transport helps to move nutrients in and out
the oceans, which is a seemingly important process for maintaining the
productivity in some of the remote regions [51]. A review of the pollutants
present in the sea-surface microlayer (SML) suggested that the pollutants,
which could be part of particulate matter from the atmosphere, could be
affecting marine organisms to a great extent. For example, it could hamper
the productivity of fish due to its effects on eggs and larvae which will in
turn affect the ecosystem web [52]. Furthermore, the relationship
between particulate matter and the sea can be established when aerosol
particles which are achieved in the polar cores can be used as tracers to
rebuild the climatic conditions in their original regions [53].
4.2 Ground-Level Ozone (O3)
There is no information regarding the effects of ground-level ozone on
marine organisms or marine water quality.
4.3 Carbon Monoxide (CO)
As for the ground-level ozone, the effect of carbon monoxide on the
water system is also less known in the literature.
4.4 Sulphur Dioxides and Nitrogen Oxides
As per a study conducted by Doney et al. [54], an estimated 0.8 Tmol/yr
and 2.7 mol/yr of reactive sulphur and nitrogen respectively are deposited
in the atmosphere in the coastal and open ocean regions. The sources are
mainly attributed to fossil fuels and agriculture. These deposits are known
to tamper with the sea surface alkalinity, pH and inorganic carbon in the
water system [54]. Only a few studies show the impact of acid rain on
marine organisms. According to Gao et al. [55], there was a decline in
biodiversity in terms of species richness in the intertidal zones of a city in
China induced due to acid rain. As per a study conducted by Li et al. [56],
there was an observed physiological effect to Ulva prolifera (a seaweed),
when treated with simulated acid rain. The effects were mainly attributed
to enzymatic, respiration and photosynthetic activities. However
according to Parker et al. [57], when some adult marine organisms got
exposed to acid rain, their offspring’ and larvae are known to inherit some
positive carryover effects making them more adaptive to the conditions.
According to Schindler et al. [58], juvenile fishes and many small
organisms are known to be negatively affected by low pH levels in the
water they live in. The increasing disappearance of organisms may lead to
an imbalance in the food chain as the amount of food the larger organisms
need to consume declines. Another study conducted by Riddell et al. [59],
showed that the lichen species in the Los Angeles basin might be declining
due to the nitric acid concentrations. Additionally, According to Kroglund
et al. [60], rivers that are moderately or episodically acidified might cause
a significant reduction in the return of the Atlantic Salmon species.
Table 5 The link between sulphur oxide and nitrogen oxide to various environmental
issues [61]
Issue
Coastal Eutrophication
Mercury
Visibility
Climate Change
Tropospheric Ozone

Connection to acid deposition
Nitrogen added to the coastal water
due to the atmospheric deposition
Mercury accumulation in fishes are
increased due to acid deposition
Aerosols present in the atmosphere
reduces the visibility and view.
Nitrous oxide is a greenhouse gas
Emissions of nitrogen oxides help in
the formation of ozone.

To conclude, Table 5 shows the various links between sulphur oxide and
nitrogen oxide have to various environmental issues in the water system.
In general, acid rain is the most discussed issue with regards to nitrogen
and sulphur oxides.
4.5 Lead and Other Heavy Metals
As mentioned before, lead is another example of metal pollution from
anthropogenic sources. The increase in the lead was mainly caused when
lead was being used in gasoline fuel in vehicles [62]. Heavy metal pollution
is of significance as it was known to show extensive effects on the
freshwater ecosystems [62]. As mentioned before, the increase in acid rain
increases the bioavailability of heavy metals to the organisms in the
freshwater. The effects of heavy metal on marine organisms are more
related to its sources from sewage and industrial effluents and not the
atmosphere. As per Downs et al. [63], the increased mercury
concentration from the industry has been believed to be the main source
of mercury to the aquatic biota. This is because even in the absence of a
point source of industrial effluent, the levels were observed to be high [63].
There are studies discussing the accumulation of lead and other heavy
metals in the marine organisms. A study conducted by Somero et al. [64],
showed how the lead concentrations varied in the tissue of Estuarine
Teleost Fish, Gillichthys mirabilis (Table 6). In the spleen and the vertebrae
samples, even after shifting the tissues from the lead-treated water to the
normal seawater, the lead levels continued to rise successively. Hence,
showing that the effects can be quite serious and prolonged.
Table 6 Tissue lead content in the Estuarine Teleost Fish, Gillichthys mirabilis [64]
Tissue lead content (µg/g dry weight)
Group Spleen Gills Fins Intestine
A
31.24 21.78 24.55 13.77
B
20.30 19.32 18.27 13.24
C
18.78 28.81 24.39 13.16
D
14.08 17.60 18.48 13.91
E
20.85 16.85 18.53 10.46

Skin
7.14
7.53
8.37
7.95
6.98

Vertebrae
13.73
11.69
17.98
12.72
13.66

Liver
1.41
1.72
3.42
1.19
1.05

Muscle
0.65
0.55
0.71
0.75
0.73

Brain
6.21
5.38
-

The determination of heavy elements in two lichen varieties of the
species Parmelia caperata and sulcata was studied with the intention of
using them for bioaccumulation studies. From Fig. 9, it is obvious that both
species accumulated a huge amount of mercury. Therefore, heavy metals
are known to be a major issue in terms of effects on water and the
organisms living in it.

Fig. 9 The concentrations of Ca and Hg for P. caperata (a) and P. sulcata (b) [65]

5. Conclusion
Air pollution causes serious effects on both land and water. Particulatematter and its effects are studied at many levels; however, its effect is
mostly focused on crop losses and food productivity. The effect on water
is mainly associated with productivity of fishes and other marine
organisms. Effects of ozone are observed on plants as decreased
photosynthesis, decreased metabolism and increased respiration. Carbon
monoxide is a relatively less explored area of air pollution with regards to
effect on soil and water. Sulphur and nitrogen oxides majorly cause effects
as part of the formation of acid rain. Acid rain is known to cause some
serious negative effects on plants. Even marine organisms are known to
have effects due to acid rain such as on their larvae and hence leading to
lack of productivity. Lead and other heavy metals are also studied in detail.
Here, bioaccumulation of these toxic elements is to be considered as the
most imperative threat to the environment.
The number of published work in this field suggests that the research
carried out on some of the pollutants are not sufficient. In general, the lack
of known effects was more dominant in the water section of the paper.
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This can be maybe due to the fact that it is very hard to study and
understand the effects of air pollutants in the marine ecosystem.
Therefore, more research needs to be focused on that area to understand
the effects in depth.
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